INDIA REBORN

When Michael Murphy hosted the documentary “India Reborn” in 2011 he must not have realized that he was just an unknowing ambassador of the uprising phenomenon which is getting more and more relevant as the day passes.

The time of India being referred to as a third world developing country are over as most of the stigma attached to us is gradually fading away. It is in this time that the biggest threat to us is the bigotry that we have cultivated in ourselves.

In a time when the entire world is the biggest hurdle India faces today is the cynicism of its own people. Many Indians are starting to achieve greatness that was once beyond anyone’s thought. We are the leaders in every field with a proud presence in all the top industries and research.

No longer being from India means that you have to settle for a meagre living with a pre destined stagnant growth.

However we should realize that being reborn does not mean we have to shed off all our cultural etiquettes as those are the catalysts in setting us apart from the rest of the world. What we need is a careful analysis in filtering what we as the Gen Next should and should not follow instead of being a mere blind recipients of all that is Western.

There are binding problems which still haunt us but we cannot just judge the entire nation on them. We need to make sure that we work on resolving them and in doing so we never forget what makes us a great nation.

With the purpose of shining light on our country VISTA 2014 aims at inculcating a sense of patriotism that sometimes passes us by in our quest for essential beauty.

We hope that you enjoy flipping through these pages.

Let us know your feedback and suggestions at vista.vcet@gmail.com
VISION

We at Vidyavardhini’s College of Engineering and Technology aim at becoming a premier Institute of learning for engineering sciences that consistently turns out world class engineering professionals of tomorrow through an ambience of continuous enquiry, quest for knowledge, constantly updated teaching-learning tools and methods and a "can-do" attitude towards problem solving.

MISSION

Our mission at Vidyavardhini’s College of Engineering and Technology is to provide a nurturing environment for pursuit of knowledge in the field of engineering sciences with "state-of-the-art" laboratories, diversified learning tools and infrastructure, and instruction that goes over and beyond the narrow confines of university stipulated syllabi to turn our engineering graduates committed to excellence in their field with their feet firmly lodged on a solid foundation of humane values.
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